
About the Vilmarhaus Marburg and the application
It  is  very  nice  that  you  would  like  to  live  in  the  'Vilmarhaus':  We  are  glad  about  your
application!  Please  take  some  time  to  read  through  everything,  before  you  fill  out  the
application for admission.

The Vilmarhaus is a facility of the Protestant church. In the neighbouring 'Hans-von-Soden-
Haus' you can find the ESG, which is a Protestant student community (www.esg-marburg.de).
During the semester there are weekly services and theme nights. In the ESG you can also find
the ESG drama club, the ESG choir and the ESG band. Once per week the bar is opened,
where you can play tabletop football, billiard and darts.

The Vilmarhaus is shaped by its ecumenical and international character and strongly lives on
the engagement by its inhabitants. It off ers you the chance to escape the everyday university
life.  The  students  live  with  each  other  in  a  narrow  space  neighborhood.  This  living
arrangement requires mutual consideration between the inhabitants and also opens up the
possibility for an active communal life. From inhabitants it  is expected that they take over
responsibilities and fulfill  certain duties, for example cleaning service on your own corridor
and cooperation in the Vilmarhaus and ESG; and the participation in the assembly (generally
once per semester) is essential. Please note that the missing of these duties can result in a
cancellation! If you only search for an inexpensive room in a nice location without helping in
the social requirements of the house life, you should apply somewhere else.

The home admission committee,  which consists  of the director  /  hall  of  residence leader,
student priest, pedagogic employee, hall of residence representatives, one delegate of the
ESG as well as two people send by the curatorship, decides on the admission.

The Vilmarhaus takes students of all faculties, under ensuring his Protestant character, without
taking into consideration the cultural and national origin. However, at least two thirds of the
whole inhabitants should belong to a Christian church.

If you have any questions, you can contact the pedagogic employee or the hall of residence
representatives (Heimsprecher*innen) (behold www.vilmarhaus.de/kontakt).

http://www.esg-marburg.de/
http://www.vilmarhaus.de/kontakt


Aufnahmeantrag
Application for admission
Herewith I apply for an admission in the Protestant hall of
residence `Vilmarhaus´ Marburg.

I ask for an admission to (please tick off):
□ Summer semester (1. April) 20___
□ Winter semester (1. October) 20___

The move-in is already possible from                          

I. Personal information

Surname, name 

                                                                    

Field of study

                                                                    

Date of birth                                   Place of birth                                   

Sex / Gender                                   Marital status                                   

Religion, denomination                               Nationality / citizenship                               

Mobile phone number                                E-mail                                                    

Your address (Please tick off where we should send your post.)

□ Current address

                                                                    

                                                                    

                                                                    

□ Permanent address

                                                                    

                                                                    

                                                                    

Evangelisches Studentenwohnheim
Vilmarhaus Marburg
Rudolf-Bultmann-Str. 4
35039 Marburg
Germany

Your current favorite picture.

Please choose a picture
on which we can
recognize you.

Unfortunately, without
a picture of you we

cannot consider
your application.



Identification number 

                                                                    

Date of issue                                   

Place of issue                                   

I speak the following languages                                                                                                      

If you have entered Germany for your study:

I am visiting a German course (if yes, which level?) 

                                                                     

Do you have a study visa for the Federal

Republic of Germany?                            

Do you have special reasons to apply in our hall of residence?
(financial situation, disability, familial situation, etc.)

                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

II. Family

Name of the father                                      Career of the father                                   

Name of the mother                                                    Career of the mother                                  

Number of siblings                                       Thereof in education                                   



III. Financing of the study

BAFöG / scholarship (please circuit)                                   €

Subsidy of parents and other people                                   €

Own income                                   €

Other, in fact                                                                                  €

Monthly total amount (sum)                                   €  

IV. Motorisation

Do you bring a vehicle? □ Yes □ No

Type of vehicle                                             Number plate                                              

The parking fee is at the moment 18,00 € per semester, compare www.vilmarhaus.de/wohnheim/parkplaetze.

V. Previous education

When and where did you graduate from high school?                                                 

Activities between your final secondary-school examinations and the current start of study
(e. g. voluntary service, first study / undergraduate degree)

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

Current Semester                Start of studies                

Targeted degree                Semester until graduation                

http://www.vilmarhaus.de/wohnheim/parkplaetze


VI. About me

Where and when have you been involved voluntarily?
(church, political, social, etc.)

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

Particular interests (hobbies, etc.)

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

What I would still like to tell you about myself

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

VII. Questions about motivation

This is why I am applying for a room in the Vilmarhaus and what I wish from my future 
flatmates.

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        



I would like to introduce this to the community of Vilmarhaus and ESG. / Here I would like to 
participate.
(www.vilmarhaus.de; but maybe you have new ideas what you would like to do in the 
Vilmarhaus and the ESG?)

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

Have you already lived in a hall of residence?                              

If yes, in which?                                                                                

From                            until                           

VIII. Other

Particular remarks

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                        

How did you considerate our hall of residence?

                                                                                                                                        

Please note the following point at the end:
This questionnaire is valid for the following semester. If after the coming semester the interest 
for a place in our hall of residence still exists, a new application must be made.

I assure that my statements above are correct. False statements can lead to cancellation.

This application for admission is a foundation for a possible accommodation contract.

All information is treated confidentially.

__________________________________________________________
Place, date, signature

http://www.vilmarhaus.de/
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